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The Non-Conformist Parikshat Sahni 2019-08-30 A legend with a host of admirers like Amitabh Bachchan and Om
Puri, Balraj Sahni led the golden era of Indian cinema. He was known to be true to his principles, a non-conformist
often remembered for his portrayals of the underprivileged. This is the untold story of one of the most iconic
leading actors of this country. Written by his son Parikshat Sahni, the book-packed with unseen photos-provides
personal and intimate glimpses of Balraj Sahni as a man and an actor, as a husband and a friend, as a parent and a
patriot. It celebrates the life, times and impact of a simple man who inspired an entire generation of actors and
continues to do so even today.
Don't Call It Bollywood Margaret E. Redlich 2016-05-30 Do you think "Bollywood" is just flashy dance
sequences and unbelievable plots? Think again Explore the rich history and artistic traditions of Hindi film in this
engaging book, which intersperses stories from the author's path to dedicated fandom with analysis of the films
and their context. If your only exposure to Hindi films is action sequences that defy the laws of physics and dance
sequences full of colorful, swirling silk, this book will open your eyes to a rich and rewarding art form. If you're
already a fan, it will enrich your appreciation of your favorite film moments by placing them in their larger
context.
Hema Malini Ram Kamal Mukherjee 2017-10-10 One of the most enduring divas of Hindi cinema, a producer and
director for films and television, dancer and choreographer par excellence, magazine editor, an active member of
Parliament and now a singer, Hema Malini wears many hats with admirable ease. No other industry name comes close
to matching the breadth of her achievements. In an industry where the male star has traditionally driven the
commercial success of films, Hema was an exception, with her name alone sufficing to ensure a film's box-office
glory. She was, arguably, India's first female superstar. Apart from starring in mainstream super-hits like Johny
Mera Naam, Jugnu, Andaz, Seeta Aur Geeta, Sholay and, more recently, Baghban, she received critical acclaim for
her performances in Lal Patthar, Khushboo, Kinara, Meera, Ek Chadar Maili Si and Razia Sultan. But there is much
more to her than just her Bollywood journey.From her efforts at reviving and sustaining classical dance to her
graceful handling of her personal life and the controversies that have plagued her in her political avatar, from her
relationships to her religious beliefs and her recent tryst with singing, Hema Malini: Beyond the Dream Girl covers it
all. With detailed interviews and exclusive anecdotes from her family, friends and co-actors, this is an inside look
at the remarkable life of one of our greatest cinema icons, someone who has truly lived life on her own terms.
Pakistan Cinema Mushtaq Gazdar 2019-08-27 First published in 1997 to commemorate the fiftieth anniversary of
the creation of Pakistan, the book features a review of films before Partition, plots of great cinema classics,
trivia, and cinema lore. It contains anecdotes and reminiscences about the people who shaped the entertainment
industry, as well as interviews with directors and producers. But alongside the trivia is a clever synthesis
juxtaposing the artistic development of the cinematic world with the overall social development in the country. It
shows how the narrow self-interest of the ruling clique clashed with the creative potential of the artistic
world, stifling originality and all but destroying the film industry. The narrative is punctuated with over a
hundred photographs and contains an index of all the films made to date. In this second edition of Mushtaq
Gazdar's seminal work, I. A. Rehman, Haris Gazdar, and Aisha Gazdar provide an overview of the two decades since,
marking seventy years of the country's film industry. The filmography has also been updated to include the last
two decades.
Apostle Tom Bissell 2016-03-01 A profound and moving journey into the heart of Christianity that explores the
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mysterious and often paradoxical lives and legacies of the Twelve Apostles—a book both for those of the faith
and for others who seek to understand Christianity from the outside in. “Expertly researched and fascinating…
Bissell is a wonderfully sure guide to these mysterious men.… This is a serious book about the origins of
Christianity that is also very funny. How often can you say that?” —The Independent Peter, Matthew, Thomas,
John: Who were these men? What was their relationship to Jesus? Tom Bissell provides rich and surprising answers
to these ancient, elusive questions. He examines not just who these men were (and weren’t), but also how their
identities have taken shape over the course of two millennia. Ultimately, Bissell finds that the story of the
apostles is the story of early Christianity: its competing versions of Jesus’s ministry, its countless schisms, and
its ultimate evolution from an obscure Jewish sect to the global faith we know today in all its forms and
permutations. In his quest to understand the underpinnings of the world’s largest religion, Bissell embarks on a
years-long pilgrimage to the supposed tombs of the Twelve Apostles. He travels from Jerusalem and Rome to
Turkey, Greece, Spain, France, India, and Kyrgyzstan, vividly capturing the rich diversity of Christianity’s
worldwide reach. Along the way, he engages with a host of characters—priests, paupers, a Vatican
archaeologist, a Palestinian taxi driver, a Russian monk—posing sharp questions that range from the religious to
the philosophical to the political. Written with warmth, empathy, and rare acumen, Apostle is a brilliant
synthesis of travel writing, biblical history, and a deep, lifelong relationship with Christianity. The result is an
unusual, erudite, and at times hilarious book—a religious, intellectual, and personal adventure fit for believers,
scholars, and wanderers alike.

To Dad with Love Sunaina Roshan 2014 On Rakesh Roshan, actor, director and producer of Bollywood films.
Your Best Day Is Today! Anupam Kher 2021-01-05 ‘Your best day is today. Not tomorrow, nor day after.’ The
Covid-19 pandemic is considered as the most crucial global health calamity of the twenty-first century. It
caught humankind like a deer in the headlights. All across the globe, people were unprepared to face this disease
head-on. Apart from enduring the impact of the socio-economic and political crisis, we had to deal with the
consequences of staying inside our homes without knowing what the future held for us. The severity of this disease
forced us all to become homebodies. This phase has reminded us that we must strive to find pleasure in life’s
simplicity. It has also taught us the significance of the smallest of things we always took for granted. As
humans, we have a tendency of leaving things for tomorrow, and this crisis has made us realise that the best day
to do anything is today . . . Your Best Day Is Today! is a compendium of experiences, lessons, and positive
takeaways that will help you deal with the dark times in your life. It is a guide to getting in touch with your inner
self and finding solutions to the problems that arise with adapting to changes in life. It is also a reminder of how
you are not alone and there is always a way to make the best of any situation life throws at you. This book will
inspire you and fill your heart with immense love, faith, and joy.
I Am a Troll Swati Chaturvedi 2016 Indian social media is awash with right-wing trolls who incite online
communal tension and abuse anyone who questions them. But who are they? How are they organized? In this
explosive investigation, conducted over two years, Swati Chaturvedi finally lifts the veil over this murky
subject
Mrs Funnybones Twinkle Khanna 2015-08-18 Full of wit and delicious observations, Mrs Funnybones captures the
life of the modern Indian woman a woman who organizes dinner each evening after having been at work all day, who
runs her own life but has to listen to her mummyji, who worries about her weight and the state of the country.
Based on Twinkle Khanna’s super-hit column, Mrs Funnybones marks the debut of one of our funniest, most original
voices.
The Kiss of Life Emraan Hashmi 2016-04-11 How do you deal with the most difficult moments in your life? Every
experience that we go through changes us and helps us grow. As we learn to laugh and cry, win and lose, share and
care, the meaning of life and true happiness unfolds before us. Known for his bold forays into Bollywood, Emraan
Hashmi walks us through his memories that have shaped him—from a confused teenager who dabbled in a variety of
things to finding his calling to the suave, smart and unorthodox actor he has become today. At the heart of his
story lies the most important and transformative experience of his life—the period when his son, Ayyan, was
battling with cancer. It reveals the man behind the limitless charm of Emraan Hashmi and how he dealt with his son’s
illness. Honest, personal, bold and heart-warming, The Kiss of Life is about an actor and a father’s trials and
triumphs.
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The Holy Ramayan Duneja 2017-07-19
More Than Two Franklin Veaux 2014-09-02 Can you love more than one person? Have multiple romantic
partners, without jealousy or cheating? Absolutely! Polyamorous people have been paving the way, through trial
and painful error. Now there's the new book More Than Two: A practical guide to ethical polyamory to help you
find your own way.
Mumbai Fables Gyan Prakash 2010-10-10 A place of spectacle and ruin, Mumbai exemplifies the cosmopolitan
metropolis. It is not just a big city but also a soaring vision of modern urban life. Millions from India and beyond, of
different ethnicities, languages, and religions, have washed up on its shores, bringing with them their desires and
ambitions. Mumbai Fables explores the mythic inner life of this legendary city as seen by its inhabitants, journalists,
planners, writers, artists, filmmakers, and political activists. In this remarkable cultural history of one of the
world's most important urban centers, Gyan Prakash unearths the stories behind its fabulous history, viewing
Mumbai through its turning points and kaleidoscopic ideas, comic book heroes, and famous scandals--the history
behind Mumbai's stories of opportunity and oppression, of fabulous wealth and grinding poverty, of cosmopolitan
desires and nativist energies. Starting from the catastrophic floods and terrorist attacks of recent years,
Prakash reaches back to the sixteenth-century Portuguese conquest to reveal the stories behind Mumbai's historic
journey. Examining Mumbai's role as a symbol of opportunity and reinvention, he looks at its nineteenth-century
development under British rule and its twentieth-century emergence as a fabled city on the sea. Different layers of
urban experience come to light as he recounts the narratives of the Nanavati murder trial and the rise and fall of
the tabloid Blitz, and Mumbai's transformation from the red city of trade unions and communists into the saffron
city of Hindu nationalist Shiv Sena. Starry-eyed planners and elite visionaries, cynical leaders and violent
politicians of the street, land sharks and underworld dons jostle with ordinary citizens and poor immigrants as the
city copes with the dashed dreams of postcolonial urban life and lurches into the seductions of globalization.
Shedding light on the city's past and present, Mumbai Fables offers an unparalleled look at this extraordinary
metropolis.
Everything Is Figureoutable Marie Forleo 2020-12-29 A #1 New York Times Bestseller "This book will change
lives." --Elizabeth Gilbert, author of Eat, Pray, Love Now in paperback with a new prologue, the indispensable
handbook for becoming the creative force of your own life by the host of the award-winning MarieTV and The Marie
Forleo Podcast. While most self-help books offer quick fixes, Everything is Figureoutable will retrain your brain
to think more creatively and positively in the face of setbacks. In the words of Cheryl Strayed, it's "a must-read
for anyone who wants to face their fears, fulfill their dreams, and find a better way forward." If you're having
trouble solving a problem or reaching a dream, the problem isn't you. It's that you haven't yet installed the one
belief that changes everything. Marie's mom once told her, "Nothing in life is that complicated. You can do whatever
you set your mind to if you roll up your sleeves. Everything is figureoutable." Whether you want to leave a dead
end job, break an addiction, learn to dance, heal a relationship, or grow a business, Everything is Figureoutable will
show you how. In this revised and updated edition, you'll learn: The habit that makes it 42% more likely you'll
achieve your goals. How to overcome a lack of time and money. How to deal with criticism and imposter syndrome.
It's more than just a fun phrase to say. It's a philosophy of relentless optimism. A mindset. A mantra. A conviction.
Most important, it's about to make you unstoppable.
The Modern Gurukul Sonali Bendre Behl 2015-10-26 Are you confused about how to raise your kids? How many
hours should they spend with the TV, iPad or Xbox? Do you worry about what they should eat, drink and read?
As the urban, nuclear family is becoming the norm, replacing the traditional joint family, what happens to the
children who grow up with a single support system? In The Modern Gurukul, Sonali Bendre Behl shares her three
principles of parenting that will help you find a balance between tradition and modernity, and show you how to
raise your child in the digital age. Personal, anecdotal and honest, it highlights the need for a return to our roots
to raise a healthy, curious and, most importantly, compassionate child.
Fierce Fairytales Nikita Gill 2018-09-11 Poet, writer, and Instagram sensation Nikita Gill returns with a
collection of fairytales poetically retold for a new generation of women. Traditional fairytales are rife with
cliches and gender stereotypes: beautiful, silent princesses; ugly, jealous, and bitter villainesses; girls who need
rescuing; and men who take all the glory. But in this rousing new prose and poetry collection, Nikita Gill gives
Once Upon a Time a much-needed modern makeover. Through her gorgeous reimagining of fairytale classics and
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spellbinding original tales, she dismantles the old-fashioned tropes that have been ingrained in our minds. In this
book, gone are the docile women and male saviors. Instead, lines blur between heroes and villains. You will meet
fearless princesses, a new kind of wolf lurking in the concrete jungle, and an independent Gretel who can bring down
monsters on her own. Complete with beautifully hand-drawn illustrations by Gill herself, Fierce Fairytales is an
empowering collection of poems and stories for a new generation.
Me and Ma Divya Dutta 2017-02-10 ‘Divya writes of difficult times with candour and heart-rending simplicity’
Shabana Azmi Capturing the beauty of a mother–daughter relationship, Divya Dutta in this moving memoir
celebrates her mother’s struggles to turn her into the woman she is today. Divya walks us through the most
intimate memories of her life, those that strengthened her relationship with her mother. The incredible bond she forged
with her mother helped her through tragedies and difficulties, discouragements and failures and led her to become an
award-winning actor of stature, both in the Hindi as well as the Punjabi film industry. Me and Ma is a celebration
of Divya’s exemplary achievements. It is also an honest, intimate and heartfelt tribute to the force behind her
success—her mother.
The Pathfinder, a Journal of Independent Religious Reform 1859

Yesterday's Films for Tomorrow Paramesh Krishnan Nair 2017
The Politics of Change Nand Kishore Singh 2007 In his career as a civil servant, N.K. Singh held several key
positions in the ministry of commerce and industry of his home cadre and the finance ministry at the centre. As
additional secretary (economic affairs), expenditure secretary, revenue secretary, secretary to the prime minister
and later as member, Planning Commission, N.K. Singh navigated the system to help steer India's economic
liberalization from 1991 to 2004. In his weekly column 'From the Ringside' written for the Indian Express, Singh
dissects, explicates and critiques the infrastructure, centre-state relations, the opening up of the insurance
sector, petroleum prices and their deregulation and changing global perspectives on India, among other topics. The
Politics of Change draws on N.K. Singh's experience to give the reader a window into India's politics and economy,
providing incisive insights into the realities of coalition politics and international fault lines. The analyses help
understand why some initiatives have succeeded in transforming the economic landscape while other bills, schemes
and initiatives which were launched with good intentions have either foundered because of the party in opposition or
eventually emerged with scars after years of tussle. The book also highlights the challenges that India must face
as its institutions evolve to keep pace with the task of governing and supporting the rapidly changing economic and
social landscape. In many ways, The Politics of Change demystifies the riddles of India's economic development
prospects and highlights the elephant's efforts to alter its gait.

How Not To Make Money Raj Kundra 2013-10-14 When booze smugglers Jai and Mike reconsider their options after
another close brush with the law, their friend Aziz, a corporate lawyer comes up with a plan for all of them to
rake in even more money with less risk. Setting up an undetectable, foolproof scam, the boys who grew up together
in the same London neighbourhood are now going to grow rich together, and quick. As with the best laid plans,
they’d not counted on a few bumps along the way in the form of the intrepid fraud investigator who picks up on
their trail, and Pam, the femme fatale whose sari blouses leave less to the imagination than bikinis, who has her eye
set firmly on Jai. Knowing you have to risk it big to make it big, the boys put everything on the line in this high-speed
thrill ride of a novel. But will they come out laughing or are they walking into a trap?
Ace against Odds Sania Mirza 2016-06-10 'Sania has always faced adversity with single-minded focus, self-belief
and self-respect. I believe she has been instrumental in changing the face of Indian sport.' - Mahesh Bhupathi 'Sania
has a merciless forehand and her well-placed serve starts us perfectly in each point . . . Where other people would
break their bones, she calmly produces winners with an incredible flick of the wrist.' - Martina Hingis Currently
ranked World No. 1 in women's doubles, Sania Mirza became an instant sensation when she won the Wimbledon
Championships girls' doubles title at the age of sixteen. From 2003 until her retirement from the singles circuit in
2012, she was ranked by the Women's Tennis Association as India's top player, both in singles and doubles. A sixtime Grand Slam champion, she notched up an incredible forty-one consecutive wins with her doubles partner,
Martina Hingis, between August 2015 and February 2016. Ace against Odds is the story of this most iconic Indian
player who beat incredible odds to get to the top of her sport. Sania writes with candour of the hardships along
the way, of the physical and emotional trauma caused by injuries and medical procedures, of the friends and
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partners who became her mainstay along with her family, of the pressures of constant public scrutiny and, not
least, the politics and heartbreaks that inevitably accompany success. Sania broke the rules, she spoke her mind,
she pushed herself to the limit, she played for India fiercely and without care for how it might impact her rankings she is and will continue to remain an inspiration long after she steps off the tennis courts.
The Making of Don Krishna Gopalan 2014-09 When Chandra Barot set out to make Don, it was not with the idea
of giving birth to one of India's most iconic thrillers but to make a good film for a good cause. No one involved
with the making of the film foresaw the kind of overarching impact it would have, not only in terms of its success
at the box office but in spawning a cult phenomenon that would stay strong more than three decades later-with
its slick theme, fantastic music and unforgettable dialogues, that is what Don became. The journey of Don was not
an easy one. Shot over four years, it faced several hurdles before making it to the theatres. While the casting and
music of Don have now acquired legendary status, there were some close shaves before it all came together:
Iftekhar's role of the cop was eyed by a big star of the 1960s; getting Kalyanji-Anandji to compose the score
called for a delicate balancing act; it was only thanks to the shrewd advice of a mentor that the supersuccessful 'Khai ke paan Banaras wala' was included at the very last minute. And, wonder of wonders, it was not
Amitabh Bachchan who was paid the most for the film! Through a fast-paced narrative born out of interviews
with the cast and crew, and supplemented with rare photographs from the director's archives, The Making of Don
tells a tale that is as compelling as the one that finally made it to the big screen. Engaging and captivating, this is
the story of one of Bollywood's most memorable classics.
Translating Expertise Marisa L. Conte 2016-02-16 Translating Expertise: The Librarian s Role in Translational
Research demystifies translational research by providing a comprehensive historical background and context on the
CTSA program, including the impact of funding reductions and administrative changes. The highlight of the book are
case studies by librarians from CTSA Consortium institutions. These case studies, including successes, challenges,
and lessons learned, will detail specific routes to librarian involvement in translational research, including
collection development, creating and maintaining relationships with researchers and administrators, instruction
and training, data management, team science and more. The variety of case studies, including challenges and lessons
learned, will help libraries that are looking for ways to engage the translational research audiences at their
institutions, or those who currently work with CTS but face new challenges due to declining federal research
funds, shifting institutional priorities, or other factors."
Anything But Khamosh: The Shatrughan Sinha Biography Bharathi S. Pradhan 2016 About the Book Every success
story has its price to pay. So did Shatrughan Sinha (SS) who achieved the impossible twice over. The youngest and
the most pampered in a family of academics and doctors where four sons were named after the four brothers of the
Ramayan, SS stood out defiantly different. He was born for applause and the limelight; he was besotted with Raj
Kapoor and cinema. In the face of stiff opposition from disciplinarian father Bhuvaneshwar Prasad Sinha, mother
Shyama Devi’s chhutka bauwa (little darling) set out for the Film Institute of India (now FTII) in Poona. Bombay
was the next logical destination. Without Kapoorian good looks or any connection with the Hindi film industry,
the unknown scarface from Patna went on to create history on celluloid. In politics too, with no known surname
or family to power his entry, he set a record as the first film star from India to be sworn-in as a Cabinet Minister.
Quotes Anything But Khamosh: The Shatrughan SinhaBiography, is a rivetingly honest read that retraces the
hurrahs and heartaches of India’s most popular BihariBabu. “Do not attempt to change him. Of the 1.25 crore
people of India, he stands out as unique” – Amitabh Bachchan, superstar, Hindi cinema “They used to call me the
Shatrughan Sinha of the South” – Rajinikanth, superstar, Tamil Nadu “I became an actor because of Shatrughan
Sinha” – Chiranjeevi, superstar & Congress-I leader, Andhra Pradesh “Ours is an Eklavya-Dronacharya story. He is
my guru” – Ambareesh, superstar & Minister for Housing, Karnataka “A person who joined the Jan Sangh or the BJP
when it was in the Opposition, had to be gutsy. Shatrughan is” – LK Advani, Senior Leader, BJP “I would give him
sanyam ki salaah (advice on patience)” – Sushma Swaraj, Minister for External Affairs “I find there’s no chaploosi
(sycophancy) in him. Our doors are open 24/7 to him” – Lalu Prasad Yadav, Leader, RJD “If the Bihari Babu is hurt,
the whole of Bihar is hurt” – Nitish Kumar, Chief Minister, Bihar “If we had Shatrusaab on our side, we wouldn’t
need anybody else on our team” – Nawaz Sharif, Prime Minister, Pakistan About the Author Renowned columnist,
critic and author Bharathi S Pradhan has written both fiction and non-fiction. Mr Bidi – the life story of an
industrialist; Heartfelt: The inspirational story of Medha Jalota; Colas, Cars & Communal Harmony on
secularism and Valentine Lover, an adult novel, are some of her well-received books. She scripted a documentary
on Mughal-e-Azam and ideated for Balaji Telefilms. She has been Chairperson, National Awards (for best writing on
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cinema), and has been on the jury of diverse awards committees. She was also on the jury of the Indian Panorama of
IFFI 2015. Bharathi has edited a variety of magazines and contributed to several publications that include
Reader’s Digest, Mid-day, Savvy, Femina and Movie. She continues to be a Sunday columnist with The Telegraph. She
lives in Mumbai with Sanjaya, her Chartered Accountant husband and Siddhesh, her son who is currently studying
Law.

Sculpt and Shape Yasmin Karachiwala 2015-08-22 Do you know how Katrina Kaif manages to stay injury-free?
Or how Deepika Padukone maintains her washboard abs? Pilates is the answer! Trainer to the stars Yasmin
Karachiwala and internationally known Pilates instructor Zeena Dhalla bring the Pilates method, which has
revolutionized fitness around the world, to India. Yasmin and Zeena take the original routine to a whole new level
of precision and power. Sculpt and Shape: The Pilates Way will show you how tochange the shape of your body
by teaching you more about your posture and how to improve it. From secret fitness formulas of stars like
Kareena Kapoor, Alia Bhatt and Malaika Arora Khan, among many others, to practical tips and techniques on
nutrition, breathing and everyday living that are essential to shaping your body from the inside out, this book has
it all. So, are you ready to look your best?
A Touch of Evil Dhruv Somani 2018
My Mom Is a Foreigner, But Not to Me Julianne Moore 2013-08-27 Discover this special ebook written and read by
bestselling author and award-winning actress Julianne Moore! In My Mom Is a Foreigner, But Not to Me, Julianne
Moore pays homage to all the Muttis, Mammas, and Mamans who are from another country. A foreign mom may eat,
speak, and dress differently than other moms—she may wear special clothes for holidays, twist hair in strange
old-fashioned braids, and cook recipes passed down from grandma. Such a mom may be different than other moms,
but...she is also clearly the best. Vividly illustrated by Meilo So, this funny and heartwarming picture book about
growing up in multiple cultures celebrates the diverse world in which we live. This version includes a read-along
setting. If your device allows audio, you can listen along as Moore reads the story aloud!
Haunting Bollywood Meheli Sen 2017-03-01 Haunting Bollywood is a pioneering, interdisciplinary inquiry into the
supernatural in Hindi cinema that draws from literary criticism, postcolonial studies, queer theory, history, and
cultural studies. Hindi commercial cinema has been invested in the supernatural since its earliest days, but only a
small segment of these films have been adequately explored in scholarly work; this book addresses this gap by
focusing on some of Hindi cinema’s least explored genres. From Gothic ghost films of the 1950s to snake films of the
1970s and 1980s to today’s globally influenced zombie and vampire films, Meheli Sen delves into what the
supernatural is and the varied modalities through which it raises questions of film form, history, modernity, and
gender in South Asian public cultures. Arguing that the supernatural is dispersed among multiple genres and
constantly in conversation with global cinematic forms, she demonstrates that it is an especially malleable
impulse that routinely pushes Hindi film into new formal and stylistic territories. Sen also argues that gender is a
particularly accommodating stage on which the supernatural rehearses its most basic compulsions; thus, the
interface between gender and genre provides an exceptionally productive lens into Hindi cinema’s negotiation of the
modern and the global. Haunting Bollywood reveals that the supernatural’s unruly energies continually resist
containment, even as they partake of and sometimes subvert Hindi cinema’s most enduring pleasures, from songs and
stars to myth and melodrama.
Terrains of Consciousness Zeno Ackermann 2021-10-01 TERRAINS OF CONSCIOUSNESS emerges from an IndianGerman-Swiss research collaboration. The book makes a case for a phenomenology of globalization that pays
attention to locally situated socioeconomic terrains, everyday practices, and cultures of knowledge. This is
exemplified in relation to three topics: - the tension between 'terrain' and 'territory' in Defoe's 'Robinson Crusoe' as
a pioneering work of the globalist mentality (chapter 1) - the relationship between established conceptions of
feminism and the concrete struggles of women in India since the 19th century (chapter 2) - the exploration of urban
space and urban life in writings on India's capital - from Ahmed Ali to Arundhati Roy (chapter 3).
Guns & Thighs Ram Gopal Varma 2015-12-01 In these delightfully candid musings about his life and his cinema,
RGV reveals the man behind pioneering Telugu and Hindi films such as Shiva, Rangeela, Satya, Sarkar, Bhoot and
Company. Discussing a wide range of subjects, from the influences and circumstances that drew him to films to his
cinematic techniques, his successful and unsuccessful films, his Bollywood idols, his relations with the media and
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the controversies dogging him, Guns & Thighs is as much about RGV's life and philosophy of life as about his films
and the Indian film world. Characteristically, he pulls no punches, whether he's talking about movies, women or the
media. Even when it comes to his own films, he embraces his failures as much his successes and dissects them with rare
honesty and humility. Refreshingly contrarian and politically incorrect, this book discloses a perspective as
colourful and larger than life as Indian films. It is not for RGV fans alone but for all those passionate about
cinema and the people associated with it.

More Than Bollywood Gregory D. Booth 2014 This is the first book to tackle the diverse styles and multiple
histories of popular musics in India. It brings together fourteen of the world's leading scholars on Indian popular
music to contribute chapters on a range of topics from the classic songs of Bollywood to contemporary remixes,
summarized by a reflective afterword by popular music scholar Timothy Taylor. The chapters in this volume
address the impact of media and technology on contemporary music, the variety of industrial developments and
contexts for Indian popular music, and historical trends in popular music development both before and after the
Indian Independence in 1947. The book identifies new ways of engaging popular music in India beyond the Bollywood
musical canon, and offers several case studies of local and regional styles of music. The contributors address the
subcontinent's historical relationships with colonialism, the transnational market economies, local governmental
factors, international conventions, and a host of other circumstances to shed light on the development of
popular music throughout India. To illustrate each chapter author's points, and to make available music not
easily accessible in North America, the book features an Oxford web music companion website of audio and video
tracks.
The Style Diary of a Bollywood Diva Kareena Kapoor 2012-11-17 Kareena Kapoor was born to be a star! In her
first-ever book, the ultimate glamour girl lets you into her fabulous life and reveals her best-kept style and
beauty secrets. Bebo’s fashion, beauty and make-up tricks and tips! Get a Size Zero body with Bebo’s diet and fitness
regime Replicate her looks from all her hit films Learn about Bebo’s must-visit hotels and restaurants Learn how
to treat and dress your man right and the inside story of the romance with Saif Ali Khan
Madhubala Khatija Akbar 1997

An Ordinary Life Nawazuddin Siddiqui 2017
Bollywood Ramesh Dawar 2006 Brief description about 70 well known Bollywood stars with coloured pictures
if their hit films
Routledge Handbook of Indian Cinemas K. Moti Gokulsing 2013-04-17 India is the largest film producing country in
the world and its output has a global reach. After years of marginalisation by academics in the Western world,
Indian cinemas have moved from the periphery to the centre of the world cinema in a comparatively short space of
time. Bringing together contributions from leading scholars in the field, this Handbook looks at the complex
reasons for this remarkable journey. Combining a historical and thematic approach, the Handbook discusses how
Indian cinemas need to be understood in their historical unfolding as well as their complex relationships to social,
economic, cultural, political, ideological, aesthetic, technical and institutional discourses. The thematic section
provides an up-to-date critical narrative on diverse topics such as audience, censorship, film distribution, film
industry, diaspora, sexuality, film music and nationalism. The Handbook provides a comprehensive and cutting edge
survey of Indian cinemas, discussing Popular, Parallel/New Wave and Regional cinemas as well as the spectacular
rise of Bollywood. It is an invaluable resource for students and academics of South Asian Studies, Film Studies
and Cultural Studies.
Bollywood Melodies Ganesh Anantharaman 2008 A Delightful History Of The Hindi Film Song And Its Hold Over
Popular Psyche &Lsquo;De De Khuda Ke Naam Pe&Rsquo; Sang Wazir Mohammed Khan In Alam Ara (1931), Giving
Birth To A Phenomenon&Mdash;The Hindi Film Song. Over The Years, The Hindi Film Song Has Travelled A Long
Way, Influencing And Being Influenced By Popular Taste. Considered Downmarket Not So Long Ago, It Is
Undoubtedly The Most Popular Musical Genre In India Today, Pervading Almost All Aspects Of Indian
Life&Mdash;Weddings, Funerals, Religious Festivals, Get-Togethers And Political Conventions&Mdash;And
Emerging As A Medium To Articulate Every Shade Of Joy And Sorrow, Love And Longing, Hope And Despair.
Bollywood Melodies Traces The Evolution Of The Hindi Film Song To Its Present Status As The Cultural
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Barometer Of The Country, Through An Evaluation Of The Work Of Over Fifty Outstanding Composers, Singers
And Lyricists&Mdash;From K.L. Saigal To Sonu Nigam, Naushad To A.R. Rahman, Sahir Ludhianvi To Javed Akhtar.
Placing The Song In The Social Context Of The Times, Ganesh Anantharaman Looks At The Influences That Shaped
It In Each Era: Rabindra Sangeet In The 1930S, The Folk-Inspired 1940S, The Classical Strains Of The Following
Decade And The Advent Of Western Beats In The Late 1960S. The Author Also Chronicles The Decline Of Music In
Hindi Films Over The Next Twenty Years Before A New Crop Of Musicians And Singers Gave The Film Song A New
Lease Of Life. Erudite Yet Lively, And Including Insightful Interviews With Icons Like Lata Mangeshkar, Dev Anand,
Gulzar, Manna Dey And Pyarelal, Bollywood Melodies Is Not Only A Treasure Trove Of Information For Music
Lovers But Also An Invaluable Guide To Understanding The Nation&Rsquo;S Enduring Love Affair With The Hindi
Film Song.
One Day, All Children... Wendy Kopp 2008-08-04 From her dorm room at Princeton University, twenty-one-yearold college senior Wendy Kopp decided to launch a movement to improve public education in America. In One Day,
All Children... , she shares the remarkable story of Teach For America, a non-profit organization that sends
outstanding college graduates to teach for two years in the most under-resourced urban and rural public
schools in America. The astonishing success of the program has proven it possible for children in low-income areas
to attain the same level of academic achievement as children in more privileged areas and more privileged schools.
One Day, All Children… is not just a personal memoir. It's a blueprint for the new civil rights movement--a movement
that demands educational access and opportunity for all American children.

Wahala Nikki May 2022-01-11 "Contemporary female friendship goes glam in this lively debut novel with
remarkable depth." -- Washington Post "Great fun and extremely smart." -- npr.org NAMED A MOST ANTICIPATED
BOOK OF 2022 BY Vogue * Marie Claire * Glamour * Essence * Oprah Daily * Entertainment Weekly * Bustle *
PopSugar * CrimeReads * and more! An incisive and exhilarating debut novel following three Anglo-Nigerian best
friends and the lethally glamorous fourth woman who infiltrates their group—the most unforgettable girls since
Carrie, Miranda, Charlotte, and Samantha. Ronke wants happily ever after and 2.2. kids. She’s dating Kayode and
wants him to be “the one” (perfect, like her dead father). Her friends think he’s just another in a long line of dodgy
Nigerian boyfriends. Boo has everything Ronke wants—a kind husband, gorgeous child. But she’s frustrated,
unfulfilled, plagued by guilt, and desperate to remember who she used to be. Simi is the golden one with the perfect
lifestyle. No one knows she’s crippled by impostor syndrome and tempted to pack it all in each time her boss mentions
her “urban vibe.” Her husband thinks they’re trying for a baby. She’s not. When the high-flying, charismatic Isobel
explodes into the group, it seems at first she’s bringing out the best in each woman. (She gets Simi an interview in
Shanghai! Goes jogging with Boo!) But the more Isobel intervenes, the more chaos she sows, and Ronke, Simi, and
Boo’s close friendship begins to crack. A sharp, modern take on friendship, ambition, culture, and betrayal, Wahala
(trouble) is an unforgettable novel from a brilliant new voice.
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